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the result of westbound vehicles failing to stop at the intersection. In addition, a near miss run off the road
incident was also caused by a westbound vehicle failing to stop at the intersection. The lack of eastbound
angle crashes can be attributed to the significantly lower volume for the eastbound approach at the
intersection.
Rear end crashes were mostly attributed to driver inattentiveness and poor roadway conditions related to
weather. 33% of intersection crashes resulted in injuries. Other crash types at the intersection include one
sideswipe (same direction) and one left-turn crash. The crash types can be seen in Table 2.
The five-year intersection crash rate for years 2015 through 2019 was 0.65 crashes per million entering
vehicles (MEV). The Wisconsin Department of Transportation (WisDOT) only provides statewide average
crash rates for roadway segments, not for intersections, and therefore no recent data is available for
comparison purposes. The most recent Wisconsin statewide average intersection crash rates from 2005
indicated that rural minor-road-stop controlled intersections experience an average crash rate of 0.96
crashes per MEV. The study intersection of CTH A and McCutcheon Road has experienced a lower crash
rate than this 2005 statewide average. An intersection collision diagram is included in Appendix A.
Table 1: Crash History Severity







         






















Table 2: Crash Types



  





















Traffic Volumes and Forecast
The following information summarizes the most recent 2020 annual average daily traffic counts (AADT)
collected by St. Croix County. The data summarizes the total number of vehicles per day (vpd) on each
leg of the intersection during the count period.
•
•
•
•

CTH A south of intersection: 12,000 vpd
CTH A north of intersection: 10,300 vpd
McCutcheon Road east of intersection: 2,300 vpd
McCutcheon Road west of intersection: 500 vpd

A 24-hour intersection turning movement count was conducted at the study intersection from 1:00pm on
Tuesday, October 6, 2020 to 1:00pm on Wednesday, October 7, 2020. It was noted that surrounding
schools were in session, although grades 7-8 and 10-12 were transitioning to a hybrid system of face-toface and virtual learning the week the count was completed.
The intersection turning movement count included vehicular, bicycle, and pedestrian traffic. The peak
hour traffic count data at the intersection, as shown in Figure 2, is based on the collected intersection
turning movement counts and was determined to be 7:00am – 8:00am for the morning peak hour and
4:00pm – 5:00pm for the evening peak hour. A summary of the traffic count data can be found in
Appendix B.
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Figure 2: 2020 Existing Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Figure 3: 2040 Forecasted Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Forecasted 2040 traffic volumes were estimated using historical traffic count data obtained from WisDOT
to identify growth trends along the CTH A corridor. Historical traffic count data indicate an average annual
growth rate of 1.9% per year has been experienced along CTH A. Applying this average annual growth
rate to the 2020 traffic count data results in the 2040 forecasted volumes shown in Figure 3.
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Traffic Operations Analysis
Methodology
For the purpose of this study, Level of Service (LOS) ‘D’ as defined in the Highway Capacity Manual
(HCM) 6th Edition is used as the threshold for acceptable peak hour intersection operating conditions.
Intersection operation is typically quantified based on its LOS during peak traffic volume periods. The
LOS is determined based on the average amount of delay experienced by each vehicle entering an
intersection during the study period and is categorized by grades ‘A’ through ‘F’. Table 3 provides a brief
summary of the different intersection LOS.
Table 3: Intersection Level of Service Description
Alpha Signalized Delay Unsignalized Delay
LOS
(sec/veh)
(sec/veh)
A

≤ 10

≤ 10

B

> 10 – 20

> 10 – 15

C

> 20 – 35

> 15 – 25

D

> 35 – 55

> 25 – 35

E

> 55 – 80

> 35 – 50

F

> 80
Or V/C >1.0

> 50
Or V/C >1.0

Description
No Congestion: Very few vehicles experience delay.
Minimal Congestion: Some vehicles experience delay
but many travel through intersection without stopping.
Minor Congestion: Many vehicles experience delay but
some travel through intersection without stopping.
Moderate Congestion: Most vehicles experience delay.
Severe Congestion: Most vehicles experience
significant delay. Volumes nearing capacity.
Extreme Congestion: Nearly all vehicles experience
significant delay. Volume may be higher than capacity.
Potential gridlock.

The 95th percentile queue is also included in the operations summary as an additional performance
measure. The 95th percentile queue (sometimes referred to as the “maximum probable queue”)
represents the distance from the stop bar at which 95% of all queues for a given movement within the
analysis time period are expected to be contained. In other words, there is only a 5% probability that the
95th percentile queue length will be exceeded during the analysis period.
Intersection operations for signal control and stop control at the study intersection were analyzed using
Synchro 10 software. Intersection operations for roundabout analysis were analyzed using Highway
Capacity Software (HCS) 7. Analysis was completed for the peak hours in the base year of 2020 and the
future year of 2040. The results presented within this report are based on HCM 6 th Edition equations and
methodologies and are shown in Appendix C.
Existing 2020 Traffic Operations
The existing peak hour traffic in 2020 operates with all northbound and southbound traffic movements at
LOS ‘A’ during both the morning and evening peak hours, which can be seen in Table 4. The eastbound
and westbound movements operate at LOS ‘C’ for the morning peak hour. During the evening peak hour,
the eastbound and westbound movements operate at LOS ‘D’ and LOS ‘E’, respectively. Maximum queue
lengths are not expected to exceed 75 feet in length. In summary, all movements at the CTH A and
McCutcheon Road intersection operate at an acceptable LOS ‘D’ or better during both the morning and
evening peak hours with the exception of the evening westbound movements, which operate at LOS ‘E’.
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Table 4: Two-Way Stop Control – 2020 Existing Peak Hour Traffic Volumes











          










 

















 
























Intersection Control Alternatives Analysis
The following three alternatives were identified as potential intersection control options as part of this
study.
1. Maintain Existing Two-Way Stop
2. Install Traffic Signals
3. Reconstruct as a Roundabout
The following section summarizes the expected traffic operations and safety impacts of each of these
alternatives.
Two-Way Stop Control
As described previously, the existing two-way stop control alternative operates with all movements at an
acceptable LOS ‘D’ or better during both the morning and evening peak hours with the exception of the
evening westbound movements, which operate at LOS ‘E’. The existing two-way stop control alternative
under future year 2040 volumes is expected to operate at LOS ‘B’ or better for the northbound and
southbound movements during both the morning and evening peak hours as shown in Table 5. While the
morning eastbound movements are expected to operate at an acceptable LOS ‘D’, the evening peak hour
eastbound movements are expected to operate at LOS ‘F’. The westbound movements are also expected
to operate at LOS ‘F’ for both morning and evening peak hour periods. Maximum queue lengths are not
expected to exceed 50 feet with the exception of the westbound movements in both the morning and
evening peak hours at maximum queue lengths of 200 feet and 275 feet, respectively.
Table 5: Two-Way Stop Control – Year 2040 Peak Hour Traffic Volumes



 




 



  








    






















 






















Although low cost countermeasures may be implemented to attempt to reduce the number of minor road
vehicles that fail to stop at the intersection, without any geometric improvements, the two-way stop control
existing crash trends are expected to continue in addition to poor intersection operations for minor road
vehicles.
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Traffic Signal Control
The installation of traffic signals was considered as an alternative at the study intersection. In this
alternative, lane configurations for McCutcheon Road would remain unchanged with a single lane in each
direction. Along CTH A, a designated left-turn, through, and right-turn lane would be constructed for
vehicles traveling in both directions. A conceptual layout for the traffic signal alternative can be found on
page 12 of this memorandum as Exhibit 1.
The traffic signal alternative in year 2020 is expected to operate at LOS ‘B’ or better for all movements at
the study intersection, which can be seen in Table 6. Maximum queue lengths are not expected to exceed
75 feet in the eastbound and westbound directions. Due to the higher volumes for southbound and
northbound traffic, maximum queue lengths are expected to reach 175 feet for southbound vehicles in the
morning peak hour and 225 feet for northbound vehicles in the evening peak hour.
Table 6: Traffic Signal Control – 2020 Existing Peak Hour Traffic Volumes



 

         










 
  





  











 
  





  


























The traffic signal alternative under future year 2040 volumes is expected to continue to operate at LOS ‘B’
or better for all movements with the exception of the eastbound and westbound movements during the
evening peak hour, which operate at LOS ‘C’ and can be seen in Table 7. The southbound and
northbound through movements are expected to experience maximum queues of 250 feet and 375 feet,
respectively.
Table 7: Traffic Signal Control – Year 2040 Peak Hour Traffic Volumes
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*95 percentile volume exceeds capacity, queue may be longer

















































The implementation of a signalized intersection from a two-way stop control removes many of the high
speed gap decisions made by roadway users approaching the intersection from McCutcheon Road, thus
helping to decrease crashes by limiting user error. The reduction in total crashes can be accounted for
with a Crash Modification Factor (CMF) of 0.56 as seen in Appendix D. This means the total number of
crashes can be expected to reduce by 44% with the installation of traffic signals.
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Roundabout Control
A single-lane roundabout with no bypass lanes was analyzed as an alternative for the CTH A and
McCutcheon Road intersection. A conceptual layout for the roundabout alternative can be found on page
13 of this memorandum as Exhibit 2. The roundabout alternative in year 2020 is expected to operate at
LOS ‘A’ for all movements with the exception of the northbound approach, which is expected to operate at
LOS ‘B’ during the evening peak hour as shown in Table 8. Maximum queue lengths of 150 feet are
expected for the northbound approach during the evening peak hour and 75 feet or less for all other
approaches.
Table 8: Roundabout Control – 2020 Existing Peak Hour Traffic Volumes










         







 











 






 














The roundabout alternative under future year 2040 volumes is expected to operate at LOS ‘B’ or better for
all approaches with the exception of the northbound approach, which is expected to operate at LOS ‘D’
and can be seen in Table 9. The northbound approach is expected to experience a maximum queue of
375 feet during the evening peak hour while all other approaches are expected to experience a maximum
queue of 150 feet or less.
Table 9: Roundabout Control – Year 2040 Peak Hour Traffic Volumes



 




 



  








     














  














The implementation of a single-lane roundabout from a two-way stop control removes high speed gap
decisions made by roadway users, thus helping to decrease crashes by limiting user error. In addition, a
roundabout helps to mitigate the severity of crashes by eliminating dangerous angle and left-turn crashes.
The reduction in total crashes can be accounted for with a CMF of 0.75, as seen in Appendix D. This
means the total number of crashes can be expected to decrease by 25% when the intersection is
reconstructed as a roundabout.
Although both the signal and roundabout alternatives are expected to reduce the total number of crashes
compared to a two-way stop, the roundabout is expected to have a greater reduction in fatal and highseverity crashes by reducing the number of conflict points and eliminating high-injury angle collisions.
According to FHWA guidance, “roundabouts reduce the types of crashes where people are seriously hurt
or killed by 78-82% when compared to conventional stop-controlled and signalized intersections, per the
AASHTO Highway Safety Manual”. 1
1

Federal Highway Administration. Safety - Roundabouts and Mini Roundabouts.
https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/intersection/innovative/roundabouts/
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Feasibility of Alternatives:
The ICE Brainstorming Guide is shown in Appendix E. The Brainstorming Guide results in two feasible
alternatives: a signalized intersection and a roundabout intersection. As previously stated, both of these
alternatives help to improve safety by removing many high speed gap decisions made by roadway users
while improving intersection operations. While both alternatives are able to reduce potential crashes when
compared to the existing minor stop intersection, only the roundabout alternative is able to eliminate
potential angle crashes at the intersection.
The Brainstorming Guide indicates none of the interchange concepts are expected to be feasible options
due to the large right-of-way impacts required. Many at-grade options are also not feasible due to the
restricted intersections movements which did not meet the operations and safety needs of this study.
Traffic Signal Warrants
A signal warrant analysis was conducted to determine if future traffic signals may be warranted at the
CTH A and McCutcheon Road intersection. In order to justify the installation of traffic signals, hourly traffic
volumes at an intersection must satisfy at least one of the nine warrants published in the Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) 2009 Edition.
Due to the rural setting and high speed approach roadways of this intersection, the analysis uses the 70%
volume thresholds as recommended in the Wisconsin MUTCD. Using year 2020 intersection turning
movement counts, the data indicates that Warrant #2 (4-hour Warrant) is satisfied. It should be noted that
although the existing volumes satisfy the required volume threshold of Warrant #3 (1-hour Warrant), no
unique condition exists that justifies the use of Warrant #3. It is also noted that Warrant #1B (Interruption
of continuous traffic) volume thresholds are met in 7 of the 8 hours necessary to satisfy this warrant.
Traffic signal warrant analysis was also conducted using year 2030 forecasted traffic volumes. In year
2030, Warrant #1B, Warrant #2, and Warrant #3 all meet and exceed the volume thresholds.
Based on this analysis, a traffic signal is warranted. The signal warrant analysis results can be found in
Appendix F.
Costs
Based on recent project examples, single-lane roundabouts generally cost $1.6 million to $2.2 million
dollars, and can be significantly impacted by the necessary right-of-way (ROW) and earthwork required at
a particular location. The cost of reconstructing intersections to accommodate additional turn lanes and
traffic signals are often comparable to the cost of roundabout construction. Recent project examples have
resulted in intersection reconstruction and traffic signal installation ranging from $1.8 million to $2.3
million. At CTH A and McCutcheon Road, the costs are expected to be very comparable for the
roundabout and traffic signal alternatives and closer to the lower end of these cost ranges.
Summary
A traffic study was conducted by Ayres Associates at the intersection of CTH A and McCutcheon Road for
potential operational and safety improvements. Three intersection control options were analyzed for their
potential safety and operational improvements:
•
•
•

Existing Two-Way Stop Control
Traffic Signal Control
Roundabout

A summary of the study intersection’s five-year crash history from 2015 to 2019 was obtained from the
UW TOPS Lab. A review of the summary indicated that 15 crashes occurred at the intersection over the
five-year period, or 3.0 crashes per year. Angle and rear-end crashes were the predominant crash types
with angle crashes contributing to 60% of intersection-related crashes while rear-ends contributed to
20%. The five-year intersection crash rate from 2015 through 2019 was 0.65 crashes per MEV. The most
recent Wisconsin statewide average intersection crash rates from 2005 indicate that rural minor-road-stop
controlled intersections experience an average crash rate of 0.96 crashes per MEV. The study
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intersection of CTH A and McCutcheon Road has experienced a lower crash rate than this 2005
statewide average.
A 24-hour intersection turning movement count was conducted at the study intersection from 1:00pm on
Tuesday, October 6, 2020 to 1:00pm on Wednesday, October 7, 2020 while surrounding schools were in
session. Forecasted 2040 design year traffic volumes were determined using historical traffic count data
obtained from WisDOT to identify growth trends along the CTH A corridor. Historical traffic count data
indicates an average annual growth rate of 1.9% per year has been experienced along CTH A, which was
applied to all intersection movements.
The existing traffic in 2020 operates with all northbound and southbound traffic movements at LOS ‘A’
during both the morning and evening peak hours. The eastbound and westbound movements operate at
LOS ‘C’ for the morning peak hour. During the evening peak hour, the eastbound and westbound
movements operate at LOS ‘D’ and LOS ‘E’, respectively. Maximum queue lengths are not expected to
exceed 75 feet in length. In summary, all movements at the CTH A and McCutcheon Road intersection
operate at an acceptable LOS ‘D’ or better during both the morning and evening peak hours with the
exception of the evening westbound movements, which operate at LOS ‘E’.
Two-Way Stop Control
The existing two-way stop control alternative under future year 2040 volumes is expected to operate at
LOS ‘B’ or better for the northbound and southbound movements during both the morning and evening
peak hours. While the morning eastbound movements are expected to operate at an acceptable LOS ‘D’,
the evening peak hour eastbound movements are expected to operate at LOS ‘F’. The westbound
movements are also expected to operate at LOS ‘F’ for both morning and evening peak hour periods.
Maximum queue lengths are not expected to exceed 50 feet with the exception of the westbound
movements in both the morning and evening peak hours at maximum queue lengths of 200 feet and 275
feet, respectively.
Maintaining the existing two-way stop control condition would maintain the existing crash trends and poor
minor road operations would be expected.
Traffic Signal Control
The traffic signal alternative incorporates single lane approaches on McCutcheon Road while providing
designated left-turn, through, and right-turn lanes along CTH A. The traffic signal alternative in year 2020
is expected to operate at LOS ‘B’ or better for all movements at the study intersection. Maximum queue
lengths are not expected to exceed 75 feet in the eastbound and westbound directions. Due to the higher
volumes for southbound and northbound vehicles at the intersection, maximum queue lengths are
expected to reach 175 feet for southbound vehicles in the morning peak hour and 225 feet for the
northbound vehicles in the evening peak hour.
The traffic signal alternative under future year 2040 volumes is expected to continue to operate at LOS ‘B’
or better for all movements with the exception of the eastbound and westbound movements during the
evening peak hour, which operate at LOS ‘C’. The southbound and northbound through movements are
expected to experience maximum queues of 250 feet and 375 feet, respectively.
2020 and 2030 signal warrant analyses were conducted to determine if traffic signals may be warranted
at the CTH A and McCutcheon Road intersection. Using year 2020 intersection turning movement counts,
the data indicates that Warrant #2 satisfies the requirement needed to justify the installation of a traffic
signal. 2030 forecasted turning movement count data indicates that Warrant #1B and Warrant #2 satisfy
the requirement needed to justify the installation of a traffic signal. It should be noted that although
Warrant #3 satisfies the required volume thresholds for both year 2020 and year 2030 intersection
movement counts, no unique condition exists that justifies the use of Warrant #3.
The implementation of a signalized intersection from a two-way stop control removes many of the high
speed gap decisions made by roadway users, thus helping to decrease crashes by limiting user error.
The reduction in total crashes can be accounted for with a CMF of 0.56.
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Recent projects suggest intersection reconstruction with traffic signal installation can cost between $1.8
million and $2.3 million. The traffic signal alternative at CTH A and McCutcheon Road is likely to fall within
the lower end of this range and be comparable to the roundabout alternative.
Roundabout Control
A single-lane roundabout with no bypass lanes was analyzed as an alternative for the CTH A and
McCutcheon Road intersection. The roundabout alternative in year 2020 is expected to operate at LOS
‘A’ for all movements with the exception of the northbound approach, which is expected to operate at LOS
‘B’ during the evening peak hour. Maximum queue lengths of 150 feet are expected for the northbound
approach during the evening peak hour and 75 feet or less for all other approaches.
Under 2040 volumes, the roundabout is expected to operate at LOS ‘B’ or better for all approaches with
the exception of the northbound approach, which is expected to operate at LOS ‘D’. The northbound
approach is expected to experience a maximum queue of 375 feet during the evening peak hour while all
other approaches are expected to experience a maximum queue of 150 feet or less.
The implementation of a single-lane roundabout from a two-way stop control removes high speed gap
decisions made by roadway users approaching on McCutcheon Road, thus helping to decrease crashes
by limiting user error. In addition, a roundabout helps to mitigate the severity of crashes by eliminating
dangerous angle and left-turn crashes. The reduction in total crashes can be accounted for with a CMF of
0.75. Although both the signal and roundabout alternatives are expected to reduce the total number of
crashes compared to a two-way stop, the roundabout is expected to have a reduction in fatal and highseverity crashes of 78-82% when compared to a stop-controlled or signalized intersection by reducing the
number of conflict points and eliminating high-injury angle collisions.
As shown in the conceptual layout exhibits, the roundabout alternative can be expected to require more
ROW than the traffic signal alternative. An estimation of the magnitude of necessary ROW would require
more detailed designs.
Recent projects suggest intersection reconstruction with a single-lane roundabout can cost between $1.6
million and $2.2 million. The roundabout alternative at CTH A and McCutcheon Road is likely to fall within
the lower end of this range and be comparable to the traffic signal alternative.
Recommendation
The traffic signal and roundabout alternatives both provide an opportunity to improve traffic operations
and reduce the likelihood of crashes when compared to the alternative of maintaining the existing twoway stop controlled intersection.
It is recommended that a single-lane roundabout be constructed at the CTH A and McCutcheon Road
intersection. The traffic signal and roundabout alternatives are expected to have very similar operations
under the base 2020 traffic volumes. By the year 2040, the roundabout is expected to have higher overall
average delays during the evening peak hour, but shorter queue lengths during both peak hours.
Consideration could be given to a northbound right-turn lane for the roundabout in the future if necessary.
The roundabout is expected to have higher ROW needs but both alternatives are expected to be
comparable in price. Although both alternatives are expected to reduce the total number of crashes, the
roundabout is expected to reduce the likelihood of fatal and high-severity crashes by 78-82% when
compared to a stop-controlled or signalized intersection. The roundabout is expected to be the most
effective alternative in reducing the number of and severity of right-angle crashes involving McCutcheon
Road vehicles that fail to stop at the intersection.
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Conceptual Layout Exhibits
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Exhibit 1: Traffic Signal Alternative
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Exhibit 2: Roundabout Alternative
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